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Shuttle launch date slipped from

1978 to 1979, and the pro

cess of underfunding the ne�t NASA manned space program

development of new science experiment payloads, which
won't be able to fly, either.

was off and running. If President Nixon's Space Shuttle was
off to a bad start, President Reagan's space station is faring
no b�tter.

Will the lesson be learned?

NASA has estimated it will cost at least

$700 million just

to replace the equipment lost in the explosion (excluding a
replacement orbiter), pay for the investigation and salvage

. This country has a fundamental decision to make. Cuts
in operating costs, maintenance, training, and pay through
the deregulation of the commercial airlines, produced a year

operations, do the modifications the Rogers Commission

with more fatalities than any other in the history of flight, in

might recommend, and store the payloads that were ready

1985.

for launch until the Shuttle starts flying again.

orbiter will cost about

Space Shuttle accidents are, of course, more spectacular

A replacement

$2 billion, and take more than three

years to complete and test. The Congressional Budget.Office

and shocking than airline crashes,. but the causes are not that.
much different. No matter �hat the investigating bodies may

released a report earlier this month saying that all of this is

finally determine the cause of the. Challenger explosion to

certainly too much money. They state that money could be

be-even if it was sabotage-we have, as a nation, paid for

taken from the space station program, which won't be built

the

on time without a full orbiter fleet anyway, and from the
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15 years of cheating the space program.
1974, the NASA budget of $2.9 billion·

By fiscal year
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